WAVEMATRIX2
Save Time, Build Conﬁdence and Deliver Better Results
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INTRODUCING WAVEMATRIX2

Save Time, Build Conﬁdence and Deliver Better Results
At Instron, we are committed to providing the most intuitive and user-

The introduction of WaveMatrix redeﬁned dynamic materials testing software, through its graphical user interface

friendly systems available for materials testing. We believe it is usability

and unrivaled ease of use. Since its launch, we have continually developed the WaveMatrix Suite in response to

that allows all technicians to approach an Instron Test System with

customer applications and testing needs.

conﬁdence and deliver the results they need ﬁrst time, every time.
The new features introduced with WaveMatrix2 will build
user-conﬁdence, further simplify common fatigue tests,
and help customers to get more value out of their test
systems.
Through the introduction of Quick Test, Video Tutorials, and
ready-to-run Example Methods, you will be able to get
testing in seconds, reduce training time and improve user
competence, and unlock new testing capabilities.
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NEW QUICK TEST

Start Simple Tests in Seconds
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Method Type
Select one of three common test types.
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Specimen Details
Input specimen details to add Stress Control to your test and
record Stress Data.
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Deﬁne Your Test
Simply choose your maximum and minimum targets, test
frequency and number of cycles.
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Straight To Test
Expert methods and test screens are set up automatically,
allowing you to go straight into your test.
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INTUITIVE TEST SETUP

DATA SETTINGS THAT ALWAYS WORK

Build Powerful Methods with Ease

Have Conﬁdence To Deliver The Results You Need

Understand Methods at a Glance

Scalable and Flexible

Simple Points Per Cycle

•

Color coded control modes for position, load, and strain

•

Easily add functionality to your method for more complex testing

•

•

Graphical representation of waveform including shape,
amplitude, direction, and number of cycles

•

Unlock more power as you need it and keep it simple if you don’t

Store 100 points per cycle during cyclic waveforms and 100
points per second on ramp waveforms (user definable)

•

Always keep peak values

Hysteresis Loops and Waveform Fidelity

Customizable Sequence and Workﬂow

Additional Devices and Functionality

•

Rename devices, steps, and data channels to make your test
environment and results more intuitive

•

Expand your testing capability by adding hardware and software
devices to your test method

•

Use loops, events, user interaction, digital inputs, and the trend
monitor to control the test workflow

•

Choose from a long list of devices including a Torsion Actuator,
Eurotherm Device, Automatic Transducer Balance, User Input,
and many more

•

Tracking data captures full cyclic information

•

Produce cyclic graphs and hysteresis loops

•

Automatically save more data when values change
and less when the test has stabilized

Maximums and Minimums
•

Peak and trend data values are extracted from cyclic information

•

Synchronized storage with tracking data

•

Easy to access post-test in a dedicated file

Monitoring Changes
Pre-Load
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Cyclic

Relaxation

Cyclic

Un-Load

Add Devices & Functionality

•

Turn on the trend monitor for added peace of mind

•

Record additional cycles when peak values fall outside a user
defined tolerance band

•

Set reference cycle before or during a test
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FLEXIBLE AND VISUAL TEST SPACE
Highly Customizable and Powerful Test Environment
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Setting Up The Workspace

Validate

•

Make changes to the test workspace in real time while the method runs

•

Be confident in the system and the setup

•

Resize and replace individual elements to adjust to your needs

•

WaveMatrix2 automatically checks your test method before you run it

•

Maximize graphs for more detail

•

Flags errors and warnings to the user before the test starts

A

B

Tracking Graphs
Show full cycle data and monitor
waveform fidelity.

Console System Status
A

•

“Always on top” system information displayed on console status bar

•

Status of limits and overall system is easily visible and cannot be covered

Peak & Trend Graphs

•

Fixed location improves user confidence and continuity between operators

Monitor maximum and minimum
trends, and easily see when peak
values change during test.

Pause/Resume

C

D

Progress Indicators

Numerical Displays

Visual indicators of test workflow and
current status.

Show a wide range of live numerical
test data.
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C
D

•

WaveMatrix2 allows you to pause and resume a test in a controlled manner

•

The interruption will be recorded in logs and the data sets will be automatically
joined when resuming the test

View Results
•

Quick link from the test environment directly to your results folders
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DATA AND TRACEABILITY

Automatic Logging and Clear File Structure

PROJECT

Method

Traceability

Logs and Traceability

Project
File

Each test folder contains a timestamp log of all test
events along with an archived copy of the test method
which was used to produce the results.

Additional Reference Data
Results files include cycle number, step number, and
loop number against all results data for easy postprocessing.

Grouping Data for Easy Access

Project
Log

The open CSV file format is ideal for use with Excel.
Use standard tables and graphs for results analysis.

Easily check the method settings that produced the results

•

A detailed and timestamped log of test events for maximum traceability

•

Contains key information relating to test system and operator, as well as
key test milestones

Tracking
Method

Log

Tracking

Trend

Stop

•

What happened in a specific test cycle?

•

Cyclic data and hysteresis loop data for any recorded cycle

Trend

SPECIMEN 2
Traceability

Method
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•

Data

Clearly defined folder structure and file types to contain
your project data and individual test results.

Compatibility and Analysis

Automatically archive a copy of the method each time you run a test

Log

SPECIMEN 1
Traceability

•

Log

Data

Tracking

Trend

Stop

•

Did I achieve my target stress levels?

•

Peak and trend data that allows you to quickly see the big picture

Stop
•

What happened at the end of my test?

•

Detailed cyclic data from the time of specimen failure

•

Records final 10 cycles even if test stops unexpectedly (user definable)
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HELP AND SUPPORT

Instant Access to Resources, Now Including Video Tutorials
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NEW Video Tutorials

Help At Your Fingertips

Step by step guide to common WaveMatrix2 features, narrated by an application
engineer. All videos are available offline and include a quick search and browse
feature. Topics include a wide range from tips and tricks through to advanced
functionality. Media content updates will be available quarterly, and can be
done without upgrading the main software, ideal for qualified labs.

Just press “F1” anywhere in the software to be instantly taken to the relevant
context specific help pages developed over the last 15 years by experts. Help
files include technical drawings to explain both simple and complex material
testing concepts and software features.
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DISCOVER NEW FUNCTIONALITY
All New “Ready-To-Run” Example Method Library
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Review and Edit Example Methods

Ready to Run On Your System

Choose from more than 20 Example Methods and explore how they are set up
to demonstrate a wide variety of software features. Either go straight to test or
modify and save the method to meet your specific testing needs.

All of the Example Methods are optimized to run on your system without requiring
special fixtures. Most tests can be run without a specimen and can be easily set
up to show the capability of the software and your test system.
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ADDITIONAL MODULES

Upgrade Your Software and Unlock New Capability
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Calculations Module

Advanced Control Module

Extended capabilities for data processing and
calculations. This module comes with a library
of more than 20 built-in calculations ready for
immediate use.

Additional control modes and waveform types
are available with this module. Easily implement
“mixed mode” outer loop control, frequency
sweeps, and many more.

What can it do for you?

What can it do for you?

•

Add and create calculated ‘virtual’ channels
within WaveMatrix2

•

Derive real-time calculated data from physical
transducer channels and integrate directly into
the test

•

Display live calculations during a test and
record them alongside physical transducer
data in results files

•

Reduce post-processing time and gain insight
into changing material properties during
fatigue testing

•

Create your own custom calculations using C#
following our WaveMatrix2 Developers Guide

•

Solve challenging materials testing
requirements with a versatile control suite

•

Control fatigue tests of non-linear, low-force
materials using mixed-mode control

•

Execute a variety of frequency sweeps ideal
for Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

•

Detect and correct for phase lag in
cyclic waveforms using Automatic Phase
Compensation
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UNLOCKING THE FULL POTENTIAL

HOW CAN I UPGRADE TO WAVEMATRIX2?

Unlimited Testing Possibilities

Providing an Easy Upgrade Path

We want to ensure that upgrading your software and moving your methods to the new platform is
easy and painless. Upgrade today to take advantage of all the new features.
WaveMatrix2 is available with new ElectroPulsTM and Servohydraulic systems, as well as any existing
dynamic testing system with an 8800 or 8800MT controller.
Contact your Instron representative for more information.
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Advanced Waveform enveloping using Calculations and Advanced Control

Monitoring Accumulated Plastic Strain in advanced Low Cycle Fatigue Testing

Executing a series of static ramps loaded from a file

Automatic strain ratcheting at a fixed cycle interval
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www.instron.com
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